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Zeitgeist is a mind heist – venus project is a scam ?
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Z Day

Its gonna be pretty funny, watching all the fans gather and get excited about some BS stories from Jacque, and
then Peters vague rhetoric.

Im sure we will all tune in and have a brief giggle and report back here.

Ciao for now.
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16 Responses to “Z Day”

1. Only hardcore Zeit-bots can sit through that entire presentation. Watching Fresco showing his models reminded me of a child showing off his
toy collection. Were the amazed looks on the touring hippies’ faces an effort to be courteous or are they just that damned stupid?

Roxanne’s speech was the quality of an 11th grade debate class. “If an English baby can learn Chinese then obviously humans are conditioned

totally by their environment.” Yes, obviously…Isn’t she an architect?

Look forward to Zeits chanting “there is no human nature” over and over along with “that’s irrelevant, you don’t understand our direction, and

do more research.”

Looking on the forum, it is evident that some members hang on every word uttered out of Fresco’s mouth. In the thread entitled “Jacque says
never give anyone the right to their own opinion” the poster is asking how to explain this to people as if he has to automatically agree and justify

everything Jacque says. If he used his own brain instead of trying to constantly agree with Fresco, maybe he would see that the statement is

quite antisocial.

Instead of gaining widespread support, Zeitgeist seems to be cutting itself off from reality and alienating more people as it goes along.

 michi said this on March 14, 2010 at 10:09 pm | Reply

Right I guess I should do my part in this thread.

Well I actually did my utmost to sit through this long winded re run of previous zeitgeist material, to see if there were any utterences of

anything uncontrived or practical.
Alas I was under a false guided hope that they would actually come to some kind of actual revelation of anything useful to offer us.
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This whole ‘event’ for lack of a better word, actually I will call it what it actually was to me ‘constipated garbage’, was simply a re run of
everything they have ever said before.
Peter Joseph Merola tried his utmost to add some new material to his pre laid out lectures and talks, and the old key words were flying

about from all three speakers.

It was actually embarassing to watch as they made mistake after mistake, ruining key elements of quotes, Roxanne failed at public
speaking so bad, jacque tried his hardest to get cool with his happening fan club by swearing and cracking his usual old worn out

anecdotal stories/jokes. They actually are jokes to most of us and we also laughed at them too, you dig ?

The cult members lapped it up, clapping at cliches, laughing at old dead jokes, cheering and wooping for their team.

The most embarassing thing, almost bordering on insane, was the 30 minute video of Jacque Fresco tour guiding his fanclub members
about his little concrete village. Where he proceeded to pull out model airplanes, cars, houses, eggs on legs, and miniature shit-houses
and explain the workings of these tiny imaginary objects.

The best was when he got his little computer model out with his 3d holographic world on it, and proceeded to tell the tourists what each
section of the computer actually did! Does he realise hes talking about an imaginary computer system he hasn’t even designed or

invented, that does not exist and is based somewhere in the future of technology ? [yes we know computers exist before you culty loons
start crying about it]

Did I mention these guys had to pay $200 a pop to visit these guys?

Suckers ? absolutely !!!

It was literally like watching a 94 year old man talk about his playtoys like they were real life objects that we could touch and use.

Basically I will tell you what I learnt from this “for advanced members who understand the venus project” lecture.

Peter Roxanne and Jacque are going to do re-run after re-run of the distorted information, they will apply the same BS logic to every

situation in life and sell it back to their members, mark my words 10 years down the line if this cult still exists you could simply put on any
of their lectures and it would be the same jokes, the same anecdotal nonsense, and the same unsubstantiated claims.

Thank you and goodnight.

 anticultist said this on March 14, 2010 at 10:43 pm | Reply

2. I just can’t figure out the motivations of these people running TVP/TZM. Is it all just for a little bit of cash via book & video sales? Is there a
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higher order objective to all of their efforts? It seems like a long way to go just for a bit of free marketing.

 Anathema said this on March 16, 2010 at 2:37 am | Reply

Hey there I think I remember you from the forum, you made the Joker image of vtv right?

If that is you welcome, I loved what you did over on the cults forum.

About what their motivations are, well actually if you have read the blog which I think you might have, you will see we here have a few
ideas on that. Whether we are 100% correct is not known.

But what do you think ?

 anticultist said this on March 16, 2010 at 7:32 pm | Reply

3. Forum members think there is some staged attack on them today. Well, yea probably, since they pissed so many people off there will be some

backlash. Zeitgeist has pissed off the Christians, Alex Jones’ crew, the Promethean Workers Association, and JREF thinks they are total
nutcases. Some members are even put off by the Zday Q and A session, which is not currently available for public viewing (probably because
of the embarrassing comments from the panel).

Maybe the ‘attack’ is just a counter to all the clutter Zeitgeist members have vomited all over the internet since the movement’s inception.
Maybe individuals are beginning to see through the utter bullshit that the VP is pedaling?

They had better hold tight to that NASA rocket scientist and try not to get him fired from his job.

 michi said this on March 16, 2010 at 7:16 am | Reply

Yeah staged attack, my arse.

Its funny how they just pass off anyone who sees their cult for what it really is.

Its all a foolish exercise in internet nonsense with no substantial evidence, and its been said over and over before. These members on their
forum are possibly overly attached to their dear zeitgeist, paranoid, or so deluded that they have lost all levels of critical thinking.
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 anticultist said this on March 16, 2010 at 12:33 pm | Reply

4. Is that Z day Q&A ever going to be made availible?As soon as it does someone please email the link as I’m desperate to watch it even for a

cheap laugh at these muppets!

 Shane Nolan said this on March 16, 2010 at 11:37 am | Reply

5. I am not too sure, it was rather embarassing for them. The answers they gave were apparently not exactly the best publicity they could of
achieved for themselves.

If they are hosted I think they will be posted here and critiqued.

 anticultist said this on March 16, 2010 at 11:53 am | Reply

6. If Zday was the highlight of their year the rest of the year must be like watching paint peel off the walls. Awesome movement!

 michi said this on March 16, 2010 at 5:13 pm | Reply

7. Its interesting that the Q & A section is locked here :

http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/5428945

Because Peter made some high level errors, and decided to slate artists, doctors, lawyers et al.

Now the major irony in them calling artists egotistical and useless is this:
Jacque Fresco sells art classes, he predominantly makes models and draws pictures and makes images for movies, in the world I live in thats
called ART.

Likewise Meadows is an architectural artist by trade and makes pictures of buildings and models for companies, again thats what is called ART.

And Peter Joseph Merola is a musician and film maker, again ART.

Are they calling themselves egotistical and useless?
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Is it not silly that they should be so against their own major income ?

 anticultist said this on March 16, 2010 at 6:52 pm | Reply

8. I’m lookig forward tothe Q&A transcript if it ever appears, just to check some of their answers to community building related things.

Not that I hold out any great hope anymore that they will suddenly embark on supporting such ideas offically.

I guess as each of them has a home to go to, a job and income thats enough, why worry about the rest of us..

Yes I know, we can start communities ourselves, but some of us was doing that before anyhow! We just expected a more coordinated central
approach that would see all community building efforts more effiently administrated.

Perhaps if countless Z days come and go and no one really notices them, they might realise that doing something practical might get them some
actual PR of value..

Its such a shame to see money wasted on Z days that could have been spent building communities for people to live in and develop the future
today.

 Nanos said this on March 17, 2010 at 7:22 am | Reply

9. Yes, we need sustainability, we need reason, we need solutions, better methods, yes war is bad. They’re telling me nothing new. And i have
come to the conclusion they’re a bunch of idiots trying to convince everyone of the might of TVP/RBE. Here’s why.

(It’s true, it’s more cherry picking than argumentation, but it touches on the popular ideas of TZM.)

>>> On AI : they ask, would i like a person who read the entire book or one who read one page to lead me? A person who read the entire
book of course. But exactly that, a person. Why ? Because people are biased, and because through that bias they can find new ways to do
things, better ways. And because in a healed society, bias wouldn’t cause problems, nor would it be too much of it. Creating an AI is trying to
reinvent the wheel. We humans are NI, natural intelligence.

If we call to AI to help us do everything, then we have just allowed ourselves to become lazy. I’m ok with automation in industrial apps, letting

machines be our workhorses. Why ? Because repetition is boring. Solving a complex problem like “how to help society and have fun at the
same time” is not. And it’s an occasion to learn new stuff.
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>>> Why RBE, and not “sustainable economy”? RBE transmits nothing, and is just a monument to the “jaque, jaque, jaque cult”. They named it
RBE because if it was named “SE” it would have attracted way more people straight from the search engines, at the same time attracting many
actual experts who would kick their philosophical ass in no time. Period.

>>> He says that he worked all his life on this. A life’s work ? Ok. Where is it ? Give it away, let the economists use it and bring their own

doom. Before it is too late for the rest of us. But noooooo, everything must first collapse.

>>> Nerve centers, further centralization. Big daddy mentality in action.
Why not have those education and comm centers in every house ?
Why did he abandon that idea ? Because it was associated with the “Looking Forward” book, which they have already been critized for ?

>>> TVP concepts are outdated or picked based on their blinding novelty. See buildings covered with PV or the open otec. Or the perfectly

round cities with some hydroponic buildings close to each other, clearly some aren’t gonna get enough light. They have a fascination with the
circle. Probably because it is easy to draw. VerticalFarmProject however has the real solutions and sketches. The actual experts do work and
don’t mind sharing their work. They don’t waste time with philosophy.

“We are fast approaching a time when human intelligence will be incapable of interacting with the rapidly occurring events in the
physical world.”

BS. They’re considering all people the same with pliticians and the “ignorants”

>>> His resume… Half is silly shit and there’s no proof for the rest.

“It would be far easier and would require less energy to build new, efficient cities than to attempt to update and solve the problems
of the old ones.”

See, that is just BS. oh, and the rest of the chatter is just chatter, not arguments. or arguments for an obviously flawed assertion. It’s like saying
“designing, prototyping, building and testing a new car is easier than improving the one you already have”, which is false. If anyone owned a
BMW, you’ll know this.

>>> More philosophy than solutions.

>>> Looking Forward , the ebook :

“You will see this society through the eyes of Scott and Hella, a couple of thenext century. Their living quarters are equipped with
a cybernator. a seemingly magical computer device, butone that is based on scientific principles now known. It regulates sleeping
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hours, communications throughout the world, an incredible underwater living complex, and even the daily caloric intake of the
“young” couple. (They are in their forties but can expect to live 200 years.)

The world that Scott and Hella live in is a world that has achieved full weather control, has developed a finger-sized computer that
is implanted in the brain of every baby at birth (and the babies are scientifically incubated the women of the twenty-first century
need not go through the pains of childbirth), and that has perfected genetic manipulation that allows the human race to be improved
by means of science.”

Oh BOY ! TECHNOCRATIC SOB.

But don’t attack one man and judge the movement (as many tvp defenders say) ! Well, you want that man to steer your ideas because you
consider him a genius. He will let other people do the actual work, while he will keep up the pacifist technocratic philosophy. Well, not him, he’ll
be dead. His followers, a bunch of conspiracists and pacifists.

Glorification of technology….. If there’s something to glorify, that is the FREE THINKING ATTITUDE, and everything it implies. Lives
regulated by science aren’t.

“When they arrive at a final design, construction procedures are set in motion. The computer selects materials for efficiency and
durability. None of the architecture is permanent and can be modified and updated at the request of the occupants.”

A…ha…….. so then how are people supposed to learn ? If a computer does all the thinking ? Tell me one thing, in a world where supposedly

you have most of the time free for yourself, you can’t spend a bit of time on how to wisely build a house ?

“Technically The Venus Project is feasible today.”

I don’t see the feasibility study. For those who don’t pay attention to what they read, i don’t say sustainability can’t be reached, i say that JF’s

TVP does not prove itself to be a feasible project, and point out the lack of evidence TVP presents. And please don’t associate sustainability
with a man or his project or his cult.

“Yes people can live wherever they wish especially when there is more research done on self-sustaining houses in terms of energy,
but there are would be so many advantages of living in this type of city.”

in other words, “live in my city so i can feel good”.

“Today there is more than 75% waste in the production of material goods. In a resource-based economy, all waste would be
recycled.”
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Keeps saying RBE too much. clearly he wants to sell something. If he was eager to sell actual sustainability, he would say “in a sane world”. but

he can’t sell sanity, otherwise people would search that and would soon discover how big of a scammer he is.

“Computers and artificial intelligence will serve as catalysts for change. They will establish scientific scales of performance. It is
doubtful that in the latter part of the twenty-first century people will play any significant role in decision-making.”

I see they have already thought everything in advance. How silly.

“I find it so sad when people ask, “What will people do?”. Their brains have been so flattened that they have no other options in

their lives other than a job and in most instances it is one that they do not like. Children, when they are young, are curious about

everything and if nurtured they could have a much greater range of interests and abilities.”

A kid wants to know more because he will want to build or learn to use it because it is useful to his survival. Look at kids who come from

extremely rich families, who have it all served. They are interested only in distractions.

“How do “Restless Teenagers” fit into the system? Or rather, what is available for them to do? “

See the response to the question. It is avoided. And btw, restlessness is given by the genes, it is called puberty. IMO it should be celebrated,

not considered “something to be dealt with”.

Now i expect the tvpers to jump again and say “he doesn’t understand what we are trying to do! he needs to be educated”, because this is

what they do. And their leaders keep preaching to the choir. That’s one strategy cults use. Keep your flock close, keep calling them back.

 mickeymouse2012 said this on April 1, 2010 at 5:13 pm | Reply

10. Cmon mr fresco, throw us a bone ! Show us at least a bit of your ingenuity !

 mickeymouse2012 said this on April 8, 2010 at 7:55 am | Reply

11. you are all just too stupid to understand.

 Niko said this on May 25, 2010 at 6:09 pm | Reply

It is actually we who understand better than you, you are just a daydream believer. When you come down from your imaginary pink
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clouds you will blush at how immature and naive you are.

 anticultist said this on June 1, 2010 at 3:00 pm | Reply

12. Cant wait to see what garbage is regurgitated for zday 2011.Luckily that its taking place in London Ill be awake to watch it and then we can

discuss what did(or didnt)happen.

 Shane Nolan said this on March 12, 2011 at 6:47 pm | Reply
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Zeitgeisters believe they are the smartest people alive

Barbara Streisand effect – VTV fraudulantly flags videos
Where is waldo ? I mean Peter Joseph Merola

Roxanne Meadows says scientists can not understand their hidden technology – Anonymous video

Zeitgeist get the Earth 2.0 Treatment – Anonymous video
Will TZM’s next Jared Lee Loughner kill Fresco & Meadows ?

Anonymous claims Roxanne Meadows is a gamblers nightmare
TVP steals the TZM business model for their own website & solicits TZM members

Peter Merola on Roxanne Meadows, “youre a liar and full of shit !”
US TZM meeting Q&A with Roxanne & Merola concludes – TVP seperates from TZM

VTV drops TVP and makes powerplay to take over TZM

I am left to suggest one thing: Re-Structure The Zeitgeist Movement without TVP’s/Fresco’s establishment.
Venus project using their non profit company for a profit

The Venus Projects 990 EZ forms – expenses and income info [IRS audit info also]
TVP & TZM do not do charity nor have they ever done it

Recent Comments

anticultist on The Venus Project is not just…

Mark Philip Castro on Who is Peter Joseph ?

Allison on The Venus Project is not just…

Zeitgeist Movement V… on Who is Peter Joseph ?

Holly on The Venus Project is not just…

Nanos on Zeitgeist Movement entrance te…
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